Trustology

Your
interest,
secured
Stake ETH today, earn up
to 7%* on passive income
tomorrow.

ETH STAKED

ETH REWARD

ROI(%)

1

36.52 ($14,768)

4.5288 ($1,831)

14.15%

2

41.69 ($16,858)

5.1698 ($2,090)

30.31%

3

47.60 ($19,244)

5.9015 ($2,386)

48.75%

4

54.33 ($21,244)

6.7367 ($2,724)

69.80%

5

62.02 ($25,077)

7.6901 ($3,109)

93.83%

6

70.80 ($28,626)

8.7785 ($3,549)

121.27%

7

80.82 ($32,677)

10.02 ($4,051)

152.58%

8

92.26 ($37,302)

11.43 ($4,625)

188.33%

9

105.32 ($42,581)

13.05 ($5,279)

229.14%

10

120.23 ($48,608)

14.90 ($6,026)

275.72%

YEAR

Adopt ETH2 early,
earn rewards.
Trustology now offers institutional clients an
exclusive, safety-ensured chance to start
staking ETH now to earn rewards.

Source: ethereumprice.org*

Who’s it for?

You Invest. 

We handle the rest.

Investment Managers
Brokers
High Net Worth

Why Stake with Trustology?
Reduced security and technical risks
User-friendly interface for easy, efficient
access to ETH 2 Network
Secure access to DeFi for maximised gains
Insurance protection for your assets
Award-winning technology provider

Trustology

Staking ETH could yield you up to 7% interest after
costs and delivers a lower inflation rate - 0.10% to
0.45%. Lower inflation means more capital assets
in your wallet. It’s a clear opportunity for safe gains
as long as you’ve got a custodian, staking system,
and code validator you can trust. With Trustology
as your partner, you get a fully automated solution
that eases the technology burden and difficulty of
staking ETH.

Claim your stake. Earn up to 7% ROI* today.

Contact

sales@trustology.com

Important Disclaimer: Interest projected are estimates only. We make no warranties about the accuracy of this content and nor does the content constitute

financial advice or legal advice. Any use or reliance on this content is made solely at your own risk and discretion.

The
Difference.
Investing in crypto is complex and processes are always
evolving. Staking with Trustology is clean, safe, and
hassle-free. Here’s why:

Safer

Faster

Easier

Reduced
security risks

Lightning fast

Hassle-free and
user-friendly

Withdrawal keys to funds are
securely locked-up in Trustology’s
enterprise-grade end-to-end
hardware secure custodial wallet
TrustVault. Our staking partners
securely hold the validator keys in
their hardware and software
security infrastructures.

TrustVault processes
transactions in seconds thanks
to its resilient and scalable
technology and architecture.

We enable clients to securely
stake their own ETH or their
customers’ ETH from directly
within the TrustVault wallet to
the staking and validator
infrastructure through a
user-friendly interface.

Market leading
insurance

Always available

Fully auditable

TrustVault is insured by Marsh
for financial crime so you can
rest assured your assets are
protected.

Our TrustVault custodial wallet
provides a user-friendly
front-end that’s easily
accessible on mobile, desktop
or via API, 24/7.

A custodial wallet infrastructure
that gives you segregated
accounts across wallet and
sub-wallet arrangements to
manage an infinite number of
private keys that you can easily
audit anytime, anywhere.

Security controls

Decentralised gateway
to get ahead

Save on time
and costs

Multisig, account permissioning,
allow and deny lists to keep
your assets safe.

Trustology

Access shared liquidity pools,
borrowing and lending protocols,
innovative derivatives, and
decentralized peer-to-peer token
exchanges through our MetaMask
and WalletConnect integrations.
Enjoy maximised gains,  
minimised risks.

Claim your stake. Earn up to 7% ROI* today.

With Trustology’s APIs and
partnerships with a number of
reputable staking service
providers, you reap the
rewards of staking without
incurring the time and costs
involved to run your own
infrastructure and service.

Contact

sales@trustology.com

Important Disclaimer: Interest projected are estimates only. We make no warranties about the accuracy of this content and nor does the content constitute
financial advice or legal advice. Any use or reliance on this content is made solely at your own risk and discretion.

The 

Details.
Ready to stake? Here’s how it works.

TrustVault Platform
Ecosystem

Stake
Easy to follow steps to stake within the wallet.
32 ETH is the minimum stake required. Similar
to a CD, this initial transfer is irreversible until the
lock-up period has ended.

Validate

Withdraw

Our staking partners provide the staking and

Opt-in or out of staking at any time. Your withdrawal

validator infrastructure and safeguard validator

keys to funds are securely held by Trustology and

keys in their bank-grade security infrastructure

always accessible. 



with zero access or control of your funds.
Meet our ETH2 staking partners:

Withdraw your funds once the lock up period has
ended, access is immediate and retrieving is pain-free.



TH2.0 brings to the forefront the need
for bank-grade secure, but lightning-fast,
custody solutions.
E

“

Alex Batlin, CEO and Founder, Trustology

Trustology

Claim your stake. Earn up to 7% ROI* today.

Contact

sales@trustology.com

Important Disclaimer: Interest projected are estimates only. We make no warranties about the accuracy of this content and nor does the content constitute
nancial advice or legal advice. Any use or reliance on this content is made solely at your own risk and discretion.
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